
Travel Accessories
Charge it, bag it, sling it, slide it – and do so in style with an array of smart accessories designed 

to make you look good on the go. | By Kathy Witt

BUGATTI Travel lightly and compactly with the Bilbao, a 
double handled satchel measuring 13” x 9” x 6.5” that offers 
a tablet section and a 4GB USB key. Stow your essentials in 
the bag’s main compartment and back zippered pocket and 

slip it on your forearm or sling it over your shoulder with the 
adjustable and removable strap. MSRP: $120

CALREPS No need to carry multiple charging adaptors. 
The Q.Pro can power your laptop and simultaneously 

charge up to 4 USB devices at full power for quick and 
reliable charging. It also allows an interface for fast data 
transfer between devices. Offering full surge protection, 

this device comes with a collection of cables and a 
unique stackable cable management system to organize 

cables and devices. MSRP: $129.95

CRAGHOPPERS Nat Geo Response packs all of 
the insulating power of ClimaPlus technology 
into one superlight, compressible format 
that’s ready for anything right from its own 
stow sack. The CompressLite Jacket features a 
striking color-blocked design with contrasting 
lining, sewn-on hood, reflective detail and 
three zip pockets. It’s instant insulation in a 
gorgeous package. MSRP: $95

FLIGHT 001 Get ready for 
the best rest you’re ever had 
at 37,000 feet. The Aero Pak 
is filled with implements to 
block out light and noise, 
freshen up in-flight and 
prepare for customs in a new 
country – all in a compact 
case that slips neatly into your 
carry-on or personal item. $65

GODESK GO goDesk go is a strong, sturdy 
yet ultra lightweight table/tray that creates 

a large and stable surface perfect for 
laptop usage, holding and serving food and 

beverages and providing usable space for 
many more demands called for by discerning 

travelers. goDesk go’s proprietary attachment 
technology enables it to snap and grab onto 
various luggage pole designs, making it the 
perfect accessory add-on for major luggage 

brands. MSRP: $27.95

Go Travel The Giraffe Neck Pillow and 
Lion Neck Pillow introduce two fun 
characters to the Kids Pillow Collection’s 
beloved animal tribe. Both are super-
soft and snuggly, constructed from an 
exceptionally cozy outer fabric that feels 
oh so soft to the touch. Ergonomically 
designed and machine-washable, they 
are cheery and huggable companions on 
any trip. MSRP $13.95

Continued on page 52
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HAIKU Here is an eco-friendly solution 
for style-minded travelers: The 
3-Compartment Travel Set by Haiku 
comprises a clear TSA pouch, shoe bag 
and small zip pouch to offer a clean 
and reusable way to pack toiletries, 
shoes and other essentials inside any 
bag. Lightweight in 100% eco-friendly 
CyclePET fabric, the water-resistant 
pouches are trimmed in sea blue. 
MSRP: $30

Travel Accessories
HANG ACCESSORIES Stylish, organized storage for your 

cosmetics and travel accessories comes by way of the Millie 
3-in-1 Travel Makeup Set featuring coordinating Biggy, 

Middy and Itty bags. The Biggy bag has a bottom zipper 
compartment for extra storage and organization and a 
wristlet zipper attachment. All three bags feature blue 
binding and lining. Durable, wipe-clean waxed canvas 
mixed with high quality faux leather makes this grab-

and-go makeup bag a long lasting travel accessory your 
makeup will love. MSRP: $44 

HIGH SIERRA Warm and comfortable sums up this great-looking jacket: The 
Funston Women’s Hybrid Jacket is insulated and water-resistant throughout 
the body to keep you warm. The yarn-dyed sweater fleece is soft and subtle 

and adds a great aesthetic – as does the color 
palette of ash/lagoon, sea/chartreuse and deep 
purple/ash. MSRP $95

ITZY RITZY This versatile Sealed Wet 
Bag now offers an adjustable snap 
handle that allows you to 
hang it from anywhere. 
Fashion-conscious, 
eco-aware 
parents will 
love the four 
new designs that 
are BPA-, PVC- and 
lead-free, and feature a 
thick and soft polyurethane 
laminate waterproof-lined 
interior. CPSIA-compliant and 
machine-washable, this bag is great 
for diapers, travel, swimwear and more. MSRP: $17.99

LAPNAP Upgrade your seat with Lapnap, a unique 2-in-1 comfort 
concept that lets you choose your snooze. Lay back into the plush 
horseshoe-shaped neck pillow or slip it onto its body support 
system and lean into it for a comfortably natural way to nap on your 
next flight. MSRP: $30

LODIS Here is a slimly silhouetted and 
multifunctional small cross-body pouch: the 

Kate Nylon Zora Pouch Crossbody features 
full RFID protection on the entire piece, plus 
adjustable strap, two front zip pockets, front 
revealing flap pocket to tuck a passport into 

and interior smartphone and zip pockets. 
Sleek in nylon trimmed in Italian leather, it is 
available in rose, light brown, black, red and 

navy. MSRP $125

Continued from page 50
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LUG Want super organized and easy packing? 
Meet the Victory Cargo 5-Piece Packing Kit, which 
comes with a colorful assortment, including one 
large, one small and two medium zip packing 
squares, plus one large drawstring tube. Each 
pouch offers ventilated mesh to allow what you 
store inside to breathe and each piece rolls up 
to a fraction of its original size when not in use. 
MSRP: $25

MANCINI LEATHER GOODS Ladies will love the RFID Secure SOFT TOUCH 
Collection, featuring an array of contemporary women’s wristlets that 

epitomizes the essence of urban chic. Exquisitely handcrafted in supple 
top grain cowhide and available in black, green, blue, mustard and rust, 
wristlets feature multiple zippered compartments and credit card slots 

and the versatility of an included shoulder strap. MSRP: $64.99

MIWORLD 
The ultra-lightweight Nanette 
Lepore 3-Piece Mesh Pouch Set 
keeps your necessities packed 
together while separating 
your toiletries, cosmetics and 
accessories. The small to large 
sizes help maximize luggage 
space, keep travel organized 
and eliminate mess. The mesh 
material is easy to see through 
and the top zipper design allows 
easy access to everything inside. 
MSRP: $14.99

MOSHI Designed for frequent travelers, this Wall Charging Kit packs a Rewind dual-port 
wall charger along with Moshi’s USB sync/charge cable with Lightning™ connector in one 
small package. Folding plug blades give the adapter a compact form factor, while its cable 
management groove keeps your charging cable tidy during transport. MSRP: $49.95

OAKTHRIFT The only travel pillow 
with elevated adjust-

able side cushions, the 
Roamwild Surround 

Pillow AIR now folds 
to pocket size for easy 

transport. With dual 
air valve technology for 

easy inflation/deflation, 
this pillow has a light-
weight and low profile 

design to prevent 
your head from being 

pushed forward. The fully 
supportive side cushions reduce 

background noise and give privacy. 
MSRP: $19.99-24.99

ROYCE LEATHER The Royce Cord Travel Organizer  
arranges all your tech accessories – charging cables, wall  

plugs, memory cards, earphones – in tangle-free ease in a  
luxury full grain leather roll up case with an elegant closure. MSRP: $50

Travel Accessories Continued from page 52
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SAKROOTS You’ve got the power with the portable Tech Kit, a clear 
window reusable pouch that contains four tools to keep you connected 
and jamming on the go. In optic peace print, the kit includes one set of 
earbuds, a sound splitter and a hanging Bluetooth speaker for playing 

music, as well as a portable power bank with smartphone charging 
capability. MSRP: $58

Travel Accessories

SAMSONITE Irresistibly soft and cozy, this 
U-shaped Memory Foam Pillow with Pouch 

fits snugly around the neck and provides 
the perfect amount of comfort and support. 

When not in use, the attached pouch holds 
the pillow for clean and easy transport and a 
clip-on drawstring attaches to your bag. It is 

available in blue and black. MSRP: $25

SPRAYCO Dress up your lotions and potions and 
makeup and meds with Bling Travel Containers, 

featuring a 2-oz jar, 0.5-oz jar and 3-oz cylinder 
with inset rhinestones. The sturdy, faceted design is 

perfect for the trendy traveler and the containers look 
fabulous displayed on a bathroom countertop when 

not in use. MSRP: $1.99-$4.99

SUTTON HOME FASHIONS
Mmm. Soft, luxurious comfort on the go 
is yours with the Gel & Go Travel Pillow. 

Constructed of premium memory foam with 
a refreshingly cool gel center, the pillow 

maintains your preferred sleep temperature. It 
comes with a removable and washable cover. 

MSRP: $24.99-$34.99

TALUS Here is the perfect portable 
charging station: The easy-to-use High 
Road 3-in-1 Car Charger, Power Bank 
and Flashlight. Just plug it into any 
12V socket to charge. Side indicator 
lights show you how much battery 
power is stored. Keep it plugged in 
to charge a phone or tablet from the 
car, or place the cover over the plug 
and store it in purse or pocket for 
portable power anytime. Two bright 
LED lights on the front provide steady 
task lighting or a flashing light for 
emergencies. MSRP: $20

TRAVELON Travel with the Safe ID Multi-Passport Holder 
with RFID blocking to prevent unauthorized access to 
your personal information. In black with a zip-around 
closure, the case keeps the entire family’s passports 
together and organized with its four passport pockets, 
four card slots and pen loop. MSRP: $25

YATRA Charge and synch faster with the Lightning and Micro USB 2-in-
1 Charge and Sync Cable that is compatible with iPhone, Apple and 
Android devices. MFI Certified, it is made of 24 x 30-gauge aluminum 
foil steel woven net cable with a nylon braided exterior. Guaranteed 
for three years, it comes with an adjustable VELCRO® brand strap and 
offers PVC and aluminum housing options. MSRP: $19.99

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on pages 70-71 for a directory of  
the companies whose products are included in this feature.

Continued from page 54
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